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ABSTRACT 
 

 The p7 protein of Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a small integral membrane protein consists of 63 amino acids that is crucial 
for assembly and release of infectious virions. The p7 protein forms viral ion channels that can change membrane permeability, 
and could thus be considered as an antiviral target for drug design.The present study was designed to carry out a phylogenetic 
analysis and secondary and 3-D structure prediction of the p7 protein in the HCV genotype 4a detected in different countries. 
This is to examine the diversity of this genotype in different geographical regions and determine conserved regions that can be 
considered as a potential antiviral target for drug design. Molecular evolutionary and phylogenetic analysis using Jalview 
program showed that the HCV p7 gene of the genotype 4a isolates detected in Egypt was closely related to their counterpart in 
Germany .The phylogenetic analysis of HCV p7 genotype isolates from several parts of the world showing high genomic 
diversity of genotype 4 where the HCV-p7 protein genotype 4a dendrogram illustrates that the Egyptian isolates were classified 
into four clusters .Secondary structure predictions using JNetpred algorithm suggested that the p7 protein of the HCV genotype 4 
contain one alpha Helix at 20-34(HPRLVRHLLHLHC amino acids) and three β-sheets at 5-7(GSVamino acids), 13-16(QCCF 
amino acids) and 43-47(CCYLR amino acids. The 3-D structure prediction model for the p7 protein of different HCV genotype 
4a isolates (using J.mol) showed two coiled-coils .  The α-helical coiled coil is a principal subunit oligomerization motifs in 
approximately 10% of all protein sequences. 
Keywords: Hepatitis C virus, p7 protein, protein structure prediction, phylogenetic analysis. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a serious 
health problem causing the chronically liver disease 
which is the main reason for morbidity and death (Cook 
et al., 2013). It was reported by the World Health 
Organization (WHO) that approximately4 million 
people are newly infected  per year  and  more than 185 
million people are  chronically infected with HCV in the 
world  with  approximately(0.35-0.5) million deaths 
estimated annually(Gower et al .,2014;Graham and 
Swan, 2015.) This chronic liver disease is the leading 
cause of hepatic fibrosis, cirrhosis, liver failure, 
hepatocellular carcinom (HCC) and finally death 
(Sugiyama, 2004 ;  Lauer and walker, 2001) 

 HCV  virus is a member of  the genus 
Hepacivirus in the Flaviviridae family (Simmonds et 
al., 2017).The genome of HCV is a 9.6 kb single strand 
RNA encoding  a single polyprotein precursor  
( Simmonds , 2013) which is processed by both of  host 
and viral proteases into 10 mature proteins (Moradpour 
and Penin, 2007; Niepmann, 2013) including three  
putative structural proteins (the Core protein, which 
composes the nucleocapsid; the viral envelope E1 and 
E2 glycoproteins), the p7 ion channel  viroporin 
required for virus assembly and  the replication 
machinery consisting of  6 non-structural proteins  
(NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and NS5B) 
(Lohmann , 2013).  

HCV p7 protein is a new antiviral target that was 
found to be a member of viroporins (Pavlovic et al., 
2003). As an ion channel  molecule, the p7 protein are 
able to change the permeability of cell membranes 
(Nieva et al., 2012;Scott and Griffin , 2015) and  has 
sensitivity to a variety of inhibitors in vitro (Premkumar 
et al., 2004). It is a monomer of 63 amino acids, which 
are hydrophobic and may contain endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) retention signals (Lin et al., 1994 and 

Haqshenas et al., 2007). The p7 protein is crucial for 
assembly and release of infectous viral particles 
(Montserret et al., 2010; Gentzsch et al., 2013and 
Grower et al., 2014).  

One of protein structure prediction software 
applications is the prediction of three dimensional (3-D) 
structures of virus proteins, hence elucidating their 
functions. This will aid in drug design, and integrative 
understanding of viral processes.  

In this study, bioinformatics in silico systematic 
analysis of the HCV p7 protein was used to predict the 
secondary and the 3-D structure to provide better 
understanding of the structure of p7 protein. This has 
been achieved using a set of bioinformatics tools such 
as Jalview, J.Pred and Jmol. 

 

 

METHODS 
 
 

 The p7 protein analysis including the prediction 
of conserved regions, secondary structures, three-
dimensional structures were done. The sequences for p7 
ion channel, each consisting of 63 amino acids, were 
retrieved from sequence database on the HCV database 
(https://hcv.lanl. gov/). 
1. Multiple sequence alignment   

Multiple sequence alignments of the p7 protein of 
the genotype 4a were conducted using Jalview 2.10.2 
(www.jalview.org/) program (Waterhouse etal., 2009). 
in which Sequences can be aligned using a range of 
algorithms with JABA web services such as ClustalW, 
Muscle, ProbCons, MAFFT, T-COFFEE and Clustal 
Omega.The Clustal Omega server (Sievers et al., 2011) 
is the fastest and most accurate tool for protein multiple 
alignment. Clustal Omega is a multiple sequence 
alignment program that uses seeded guide trees and 
HMM profile-profile techniques to make alignments 
among three or more sequences. While the most widely 
used one, Clustal W (Thompson et al., 1994) was used 
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for multiple sequence alignment of the DNA nucleotide 
sequences of the p7 gene of genotype 4a which were 
downloaded also from the HCV database. 
2. Molecular evolutionary and phylogenetic analysis 

The evolutionary history was inferred on both   
DNA level (nucleotide sequences) and protein level 
(amino acid sequences).The process of creating 
phylogenetic trees was done using neighbor joining 
method on the Jalview 2.10.2 program (Waterhouse 
etal., 2009).The neighbor joining is a bottom-up 
clustering method for reconstructing the phylogenetic 
trees from evolutionary distance data, created by  Saitou 
and  Nei in 1987. Usually used for trees based on DNA 
or protein sequence data, the algorithm requires 
knowledge of the distance between each pair of taxa 
(e.g., species or sequences) to form the tree (Xavier et 
al., 2010). 
3. Secondary structure and solvent accessibility 

prediction 
For the most  accurate  prediction, the  consensus 

sequence of all 27 downloaded p7 protein  sequences of 
the genotype 4a  from different countries including 
Egypt  were used.  The secondary structure prediction 
was obtained using Jpred4 server (Alexey etal., 2015). 
JPred4 (http://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/jpred4) is 
the newest version of the popular JPred protein 

secondary structure prediction server which provides 
predictions by the JN et al gorithm, one of the most 
accurate methods for secondary structure prediction , 
solvent accessibility predictions and coiled- coil 
regions. Also, the protein prediction server was used to 
find the exposed and buried regions for p7 protein. This 
server classifies each amino acid as being in one of 4 
classes (all-alpha, all-beta, alpha-beta and mixed all 
others).  
4. 3D Structure Prediction 

3D structure prediction of p7 protein was done 
using Jmol server (Herraez A, 2006) which is an open-
source Java viewer for chemical structures in 3-D( 
http://www.jmol.org/). The consensus sequence of all 
27 downloaded p7 protein sequences of the genotype 4a 
from different countries including Egypt was used. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
   

1. Multiple sequence alignment  
Multiple sequence alignment was done on the 

FASTA format of p7 ion channel sequences for 
genotype [4], subtype [a] from different countries to 
demonstrate the effect of geoghraphical distribution on 
the genotype genetic diversity. It was done using the 
Jalview server (Waterhouse etal., 2009) for DNA as 
shown in figure 1 and for  protein as shown in figure 2 . 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Multiple sequence alignment of the nucleotide sequences of HCV- p7 gene for genotype [4], subtype [a [
showing consensus sequence of p7 gene. 
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Fig. 2. Multiple sequence alignment of HCV -p7 protein 

(amino acid sequences) for subtype 4a showing 
conserved regions of p7 protein. Highly conserved 
regions were showed in yellow colored columns in 
the chart below the alignment. 

 

Multiple sequence alignment of protein FASTA 
sequence for the complete sequence of p7 from genotype 4 
(GT4), subtype [a] was also analyzed to illustrate the 
conserved regions. Mathew et al., 2015 showed less 
residues variation at the C-terminal region of p7 as 
compared to the loop region and N-terminal region in GT4 
sequences. Comparative sequence alignment was also 
performed for GT4 p7 subtypes to identify the sequence 
with highly conserved residues which are the target regions 

for interaction with ligands as antiviral molecules. 
Therefore, subtype 4a (isolateED43) from genotype 4 have 
showed maximum similarity with other subtypes of the 
same genotype (Mathew et al., 2015).  
2. Molecular evolutionary and phylogenetic analysis 

The Jalview program was used for construction of 
phylogenetic tree of all HCV p7 sequences of the genotype 
[4a] from different countries to demonstrate the 
evolutionary relationship among them. The phylogenetic 
tree was constructed using Neighbor-Joining (NJ) method 
(Saitou and Neim, 1987). Phylogenetic analysis of p7 was 
done for both DNA as shown in figure 3 and for protein as 
shown in figure 4 .It revealed that HCV p7 protein 
genotype 4 of Egypt was closely related to p7 protein 
genotype 4 of Germany (4a.GR.2003).  

This dendogram illustrates that the Egyptian 
isolates were classified into four clusters namely A, B, C 
and D. Cluster A containing Eg3, Eg4, Eg7 and it was 
found that Eg4 and GR 2003(Germany) making a clade 
of the same ancestor with different genetic distances 
(57.40 , 24.60 ) although Eg3 which have same genetic 
distance of Eg4 (57.40) but emerging from different 
ancestor and Eg7 is the most different one which has a 
separate branch emerging from another ancestor sharing 
with all of them . Cluster B containing Eg2, Eg10 that 
were very different and each one emerging in a separate 
branch with different genetic distance (48.47, 57.93). 
Cluster C containing (NC_009825, Y11604) more closely 
in one clade with same ancestor and same genetic 
distance ) 13.00 ( but both of them sharing a same ancestor 
with (GU814265) that has different genetic distance 
(14.44). Cluster D containing Eg9, Eg12 emerging from 
two separate branches with different genetic distances 
(99.83, 77.19). The phylogenetic analysis of HCV p7 
genotype isolates from different strains has showed high 
genomic diversity of genotype 4, 5, and 6, low diversity 
of genotype1, and moderate diversity in genotype 2 and 3 
(Mathew et al., 2015).  

 

 
Fig. 3. Phylogenetic tree of HCV-p7 DNA genotype 4a from different countries using neighbor joining 

method .The numbers above the branches are the maximum likelihood branch support values that 
are obtained by using Jalview program. 
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Fig. 4. Phylogenetic tree of HCV-p7 protein genotype 4a from different countries using neighbor joining 
method by BLOSUM62 .The numbers above each branch refer to the maximum likelihood branch 
support values that were obtained by using Jalview server. 

 

For more illustration, Phylogenetic tree was done 
for the Egyptian isolates only as shown in figure5 which 
confirm the highly genetic diversity of HCV genotypes 
according to the geographical distribution. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Phylogenetic tree for only the HCV Egyptian 

isolates showing the genetic variations of p7 
gene, genotype 4a from different isolates in 
Egypt. 

 

3. Secondary structure and solvent accessibility prediction 
To increase the accuracy of secondary structure 

prediction, we used   the consensus sequence of all p7 
protein sequences of the genotype 4a from different 
countries as input in the J.Pred 4 program for secondary 
structure prediction .JPred4 (http://www.compbio. 
dundee.ac.uk/jpred4) is a new version of the popular 
JPred protein secondary structure prediction server 
which provides predictions by the JN et al gorithm, one 

of the most accurate methods for protein secondary 
structure prediction.   

 
 

Fig. 6. The Secondary structure prediction for the 
consensus sequence of HCV p7 protein 
(consisting of 63 amino acids) genotype 4 ,
subtype a isolates from different countries in 
the world (using JPred4) revealed that it has 
one alpha helix and three beta sheets .Note :
Beta sheets: green arrows. Alpha helices: red 
tubes.   

HCV p7 protein for GT4 subtype (a) secondary 
structure prediction illustrate the presence of three Coiled-
coil i.e.Lupas_21, Lupas_14, Lupas_28 as binary 
predictions for each location. JNetpred algorithm shows 
that Secondary structure of p7 protein composed of alpha 
helices ,beta strands and random coils.It has one alpha 
Helix that was specified at 20-34(HPRLVRHLLHLHC 
amino acids) and three β -sheets at 5-7(GSVamino acids), 
13-16 (QCCF amino acids) and 43-47(CCYLR amino 
acids) (figure 6) (Rost et al., 2004 and Drozdetskiy et al., 
2015). The confidence estimation for the prediction using 
JNetCONF was found that the alpha helix region exhibits 
the highest confidence degree in this prediction. JNetHMM 
(HMM profile based prediction) confirm the evaluation of 
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this prediction. Finally the solvent accessibility levels 
(S.A.) of the predicted protein interaction motifs of the 
HCV -p7 protein using Jnet Burial were found to be mostly 
exposed 66%, intermediate 25% and buried 9% (El 
Hefnawi et al., 2017). 
4.   3D Structure Prediction:  

The 3D structure prediction of the consensus 
sequence of all p7 protein genotype 4a from different 
countries was done using Jmol server (Herraez A, 2006) 
where several initial models are set up ,refined, 
evaluated and then the highest quality one is selected 
and the resulting structure was shown in figure 6. 
 

 
Fig. 7. 3-D (tertiary) structure prediction model for 

the p7 protein of different HCV- 4a isolates 
(using J.mol) showing two coiled-coils . 

 

3-D structure validation of genotyoes 4 and 3 was 
done using 3-D structure template  (Maiti et al., 
2004).The α-helical coiled coil is a principal subunit 
oligomerization motifs in approximately 10% of all 
protein sequences. It is a highly versatile folding motif 
formed by 3 - 5 % of all the amino acids in proteins 
(Wolf et al., 1997). Coiled-coil proteins is important for 
different functions depending on  the specific ‘design’ of 
their coiled-coil domains (e.g. gene regulation, cell 
division, membrane fusion and drug extrusion)  and this 
demonstrate the importance of highly specific 
oligomerization in all biological systems (McFarlane et 

al., 2009). The classical coiled-coil domain includes a 
series of  heptad repeats in the protein sequence that 
consists of two to seven alpha-helices wrapped around 
each other into a left-handed supercoil helix (Mason and 
Arndt, 2004) that are readily identifiable by the location 
of hydrophobic residues at the ‘a’ and ‘d’ positions 
(Burkhard et al.,2001). The heptad repeat occurs every 
two turns of the helix (Landschulz et al., 1988 and Lupas 
et al., 1996). 
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   bLi aj  Cوس اFW[Tب اeYfT اbY^T7pcdFHQTو`UL^_`)D3 ( aL اZT[Qء  واT]UVFLWTFH XYZ اKPQRFST وKLMNM اFGHIد 
ek_j نFkP1إ ، opbkTا o^q ekrدل اFq1 ،K_PQp ULjا oRFل،  1  ھQ^uم زFxr2وىFZz_Tد اQk_j 3  و  

  .، KGjF� ، b�j اQ�ZkTرة {x| اFYZTت ، KL^V اQ^GTم 1
2 ��Tا KL^V ،KLfLZL^VIا FL�QTQMFYTا |x} رةQ�ZkTا KGjF� ، b�j ،.  
3  KPQL_Tا KL`FjQ^GkTا |x}،  KLpeZWTث اQ_YTا KYG�  .b�j ، ا�VbkT اQ_Y^T ojQ�Tث ،
  

  UVWوYZ[ا ]^_ p7 U` نbcdW efgا hVi jkl[ة اYVno pqrا]ds[اptuevn[ت اexVWوYZ[ا]iأ z{ ي]Zc[ب اefd[~وس اYV�[63أ �si  �^qWو �xV`
p�vx[ا pV{وYV�[ا �ue�][ا Y_YlWو �VskW z� z�V�_ان .  دور ر ��e�[ا U`ھ�ا وp7 z[ed[eء، و�evn[ا p_ذe�g z� jcldW pVgb_ة أex� نbc_ UVWوY� p7 YZd^_ 

�{exs[واء ا][ا jVs�d[ �dVsاھ U� ��� ة]_]k[ا pV{وYV�[دات اe�s[ا jاھ ]iأ .  �VqlW ل�r U` �[ذ �V�lW Ucs_و zxVk[ا �sxq[ zرا�b[ر اb�d[4ا U` أ
 UVWوYZ[ا pVx� jf� ان و �ا]qZ[ا ¡qd¢`p7 عbxd[ا �q� ا��Ynk[ز_� اbd[ا YV�¥W p{درا j� U`د ]� وe^�¦ي  وا]���� اbge�[ا �cVf[e� §Zxd[ل ا�r U` 

 z{وYV� ]�[ا]^�ج ا jVs�d[ ف]ن ھbcd{ zd[وا ef�pd�e�[ت اe^�edd[ا ]_]lW و zرا�b[ا.qlW ءbvx[ا �V ��_ªk[ر اb�d[واUVWوYZq[ p7 �sx[رب اe�W edZأ� 
 �xVk[4اeVges[¥� دb«bs[ه اYVg �` Y�s� دb«bs[ت .  أ ا~ª^[ا jV��W jW �Vqو� pV[و][ت ا~ª^[ا UV� YVZc[ا zرا�b[ع اbxd[ا ®uedx[ا �l¯او es 

 20أ و»[ اbdl_ �gى �ªqi zqون أ]�e واi[ �x[ �si ا`�sxq4 zxV ا]�xVk   ]p7و �[را}p ا]�V Yd ا]�bgeى ]YZqوUVW . ا]p_Y�s ا]z ار�� `e�bslت
 z[34ا) HPRLVRHLLHLHC ( zxV`ا �si ]x� edV� �ueر� U` p��� zq5و� z[7 إ) GSV( zxV`أ �si ]x13، و� z[16 إ) QCCF ( و

 U` zxV`أ �si ]x�43 z[47 إ) CCYLR .(VWوYZq[ دe^�¦ا z���[ا �cVf[ا p{ت دراYfوأظUp7 �xVk[ا �sx[ا U` p�qd¢` ت~ª^[  4 U� رةeZ� �gأ أ
UV�dq` UVgوªqi . z[اbi �nv_و pVqcVf[ت اes�q[ pV{e{¦ة ا]ib[ا bھ e�[ون أªqi YZd^_10و %pVxVWوYZ[ت اe^�edd[ا �  U` .  

 


